MATCH REPORT RND 2
Tullamarine 1 — 18.8-116
Burnside Heights 2 — 3.1-19
GOALS
B. Hickson 3, F. Mitri 3, M. Shiba 2, A. Warden 2, B. Bateson 2, Z. Zakhour 2,
B. Szczygielski, T. Rajapaksha, L. Scott, J. White BEST A. Warden, B. Bateson,
Z. Zakhour, B. Hickson, M. Shiba, E. Grima.
Season 2018 finally got underway yesterday for the U15s Tullamarine side.
Stress levels can finally come down �. It’s been a big effort by the coaching
staff and also the players themselves to get this team up and running!!!
Congrats to all!
After having a less than ideal pre season and practice match we finally got to
see how our first U15s team in years would go. Well they started the first
quarter running, getting the first clearance. Both teams put pressure on in
the first half of the quarter with Burnside getting plenty of inside 50s only
for Tullamarines backline to hold firm and rebound Time and again led by
Marcus Shiba.
When we got it into our forward line we looked dangerous and kicked multiple
goals, with our captain Ben Hickson looking dangerous everytime.
The second, third and fourth quarter Tullamarine dominated Burnside in all
areas, Backs, Mids and also forwards. It was great to see the link up play the
boys used to create plenty of scoring chances. All around it was a great team
performance and one the team can be proud of. I hope this now gives them
confidence they are a good side and too pressure each other to learn and
improve their skills. A big thanks to the u13s boys who helped out for the
day.
We are away next Week against Glenroy. Get to training, call or text if you
cannot make it or need a lift.
Go Tulla!!!!!!!
Ross
Coach

